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Abstract Manufacturing organizations have been attempting to improve the operation of supply networks through
efficient supply chain management. Dynamic manufacturing
networks (DMNs) constitute chains of diverse partners, whose
operation and interaction may change in a rapid and often not
predictable way. While the existing supply chain models
are quite static and examine transportation modes, product changeover and production facility options with fixed
suppliers and over a long period of time, the DMNs address
operations and risks on a daily basis. In this paper, a novel
decision-making approach is proposed for supporting the
process of configuring a DMN from a holistic perspective,
taking into account production, transportation and time constraints as well as multiple criteria such as time and cost.
Keywords Supply chain management  Scheduling 
Production planning  Logistics  Network design

1 Introduction
In a volatile market environment, today’s manufacturing
organizations strive to improve their performance, while
providing customers with more customization options [1].
The main classes of attributes to be considered when
making manufacturing decisions, that is, cost, time, quality
and flexibility, are closely interrelated and have been
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investigated toward optimization, in an attempt to improve
product quality, to confront market competition, to shorten
lead times, as well as to reduce costs. These aspects constitute the main reason for the increasing complexity met in
modern manufacturing systems. Controlling this complexity with conventional methods, such as the approaches
based on manufacturing resource planning (MRP II) principles and concepts, requires more and more data and is
becoming extremely difficult to manage. One of the top
business pressures, dealt by enterprises, is the need to react
to demand changes in a timelier manner. Further to having
to address the increase in year-over-year fulfillment and
transportation costs per unit, companies have been
attempting to improve the cross-channel supply chain
flexibility in order to achieve a faster reaction to demand
changes and to improve supply chain responsiveness [2].
Manufacturing companies should be able to quickly
restructure or transform the supply chain execution
(source-deliver processes) in response to an evolving global, multi-channel supply chain scenario. However, a lot of
companies still do not have the ability to respond to
dynamic demand cycles, while, at the same time, the
increased globalization pushes the demand uncertainty at
even higher levels [2]. In the retail domain, for instance,
the demand has been so uncertain in the time span between
mid 2010 and end of 2011 that the volume of inventory has
either been too high or too low [2]. The recent events,
concerning the volcano’s eruption in Iceland and the
nuclear disaster in Fukushima, have reaffirmed the need for
greater flexibility in order for manufacturing organizations
to cope with the dynamic nature of the market and its
fluctuations.
At the same time, the existing, off-the-shelf Supply
Chain Management software platforms and tools are too
expensive to be implemented and deployed at a broader
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networked enterprise scale, including smaller companies
with limited Information and lower Communication
capacity, and are unable to:
•
•

Cover all actual phases of a manufacturing network
lifecycle and
Cope with the highly dynamic and uncertain nature of
demand.

It is not enough for today’s manufacturing enterprises to
be networked: they have to be able to change and adapt to a
continuously evolving environment and to form dynamic
alliances with other companies and organizations in a fast
and cost-efficient manner.

2 Current approaches for manufacturing
network management
The variations at trade barriers level and the worldwide evolution of the transportation and communication means have
led to the globalization of manufacturing activities [3]. New
global strategies have pushed forward the internationalization
of manufacturing systems [4]. The manufacturing landscape
has become more competitive, dynamic and complex.
A large number of studies have addressed various
aspects of the supply chain management problem. The
initial configuration of supply chains and the selection of
partners constitute one of the most critical phases in the
lifecycle of a supply network. A few research efforts have
proposed the use of mixed-integer mathematical models
with the objective to maximize profits or minimize the
overall supply chain operation costs [5]. Others have
focused on the identification of the optimum transportation
modes for minimizing the total transportation and inventory costs, including those addressing multi-product cases
for identifying optimal shipping times and loading policies
[6]. Production planning and transportation problems have
also been addressed jointly [7]. Another stream of research
work has dealt with the problem of having the supply chain
flexibility increased, while retaining the capability to produce toward satisfying demand, by leveraging the alternative supply chain options and the routing flexibility
within a pre-defined planning horizon [8]. The problem of
locating or relocating production facilities for satisfying the
varying local demand has also been modeled by a few
researchers. In some cases, transportation mode and product switching decisions have been addressed jointly [9, 10].
Collaborative planning of fixed supply networks is
another issue that has attracted the interest of many
research teams. The objective is to align the plans of the
individual supply chain partners and coordinate the production of the supply chain toward achieving a series of
common, or in some cases partner-specific, objectives [11].
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Hierarchical approaches, initiated by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), have also been proposed,
where each partner’s tier performs all production planning
activities and then provides these plans to the next tier for
carrying out its own process of production planning, until
all tiers have completed their production planning activities
[12]. Merging the planning activities of several partners
into one planning domain may improve the results of the
upstream collaboration [13]. Negotiation-based collaborative planning approaches have been reported, focusing on
the use of upstream planning at the beginning and then on
the employment of a negotiation process in order for the
overall performance to be improved [14].
The vast majority of the research work reported, dealing
with the supply chain management and optimization, addressed very specific parts of the phases of a supply chain lifecycle.
A few recent studies have dealt with the challenges related to
each phase of the supply chain lifecycle in a more integrated
manner. The combined problem involving multiple transportation modes, diverse supply chain flexibility options and
dynamic facility locations has been tackled in [8], experimenting with different adaptability schemes of a supply chain.
In [4], the integrated planning and transportation problem is addressed, proposing a mathematical model with
production and transportation capacity constraints.
In general, so far, the approaches toward managing supply
chains have dealt with static instances of their operation: parts
or the entirety of the supply chain model are fixed and only a
few alternative options are available. A few attempts deal with
different transportation modes, some others take into account
alternative facility locations and product changeover options
and very few, in principle the recent ones, propose a more
sophisticated methodology in order for more facets of the
problem to be addressed simultaneously.
Our modeling approach allows for the formation of alternative dynamic production network configurations as well as
for their validation via simulation in a series of network and
demand settings, ensuring that the network be adaptive and
capable of addressing the demand requirements. It may take
into consideration partners who have not been part of the
network in the past, requiring minimal information from their
side regarding the initial configuration and planning of the
manufacturing network. This way, a significant number of
suppliers may be considered initially and therefore the chances toward achieving an adaptive network configuration are
significantly increased. At the same time, the uncertainty
related to the demand, the production process and the transportation of products, subassemblies and parts may also be
considered, so that the risks regarding the operation of the
network be taken into account.
The development of highly adaptive manufacturing
networks is a very important objective in today’s volatile environment. The proposed approach employs an
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integrated holistic view of the network and attempts to
evaluate the performance of the network against multiple
criteria, such as time and cost. At the same time, it offers a
mechanism for generating, evaluating and ranking a set of
alternatives, so that the stakeholders involved be provided
with more options, when having to decide about the configuration of a manufacturing network.

•
•
•
•
•

t: The time unit (e.g., day, shift, hour, etc.), t = 1…T,
T: The scheduling horizon,
A: The number of alternative DMN configurations to be
generated,
N: The number of samples (simulation runs) for each
alternative,
EDo: The simulation end date of order o,
the following information is required:

3 Dynamic manufacturing networks modeling
The manufacturing networks have to be more adaptive to
the fluctuating demand in order for a more responsive and
efficient operation to be achieved. Toward this direction, a
new modeling approach, employing a holistic view of the
overall network performance, is proposed. The major steps
are depicted in Fig. 1.
The principle objective is to use minimal information,
so that potential partners with minimal Information and
Communication capacity may take part in a dynamic
manufacturing network (DMN).

This approach requires that some minimal information
regarding the production orders and the partners’ capacity
and network be available, in order for different alternative
DMN configurations to be generated and evaluated.
Assuming that:

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

3.1 Information requirements

•

•

S: The overall number of partners (including manufacturers, suppliers and customers),
P: The number of products, subassemblies and parts,
O: The overall number of orders,
M: The number of different modes of transportation
(e.g., ground, air, etc.),

•

•

•

•
Manufacturing,
Transportation
Constraints

Generation of Alternative DMN
configurations

•
•

Production,
Demand
Uncertainty

Simulation of Alternatives Samples

Performance
Criteria

Evaluation of Alternatives

•
•
•
•

Criteria
Weights

Best Alternatives

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed approach

PPij: This variable represents the bill of materials
(BOM) of all products, subassemblies and parts that
may be produced or are available; when PPij = 1, with
i = j, product i does not require other parts for being
produced.
SPCsp: The cost of manufacturing one unit of product
p in partner s.
SPIsp: The inventory cost per unit of product p in the
facilities of partner s.
SSRss0 pm: The cost of transferring one unit of product
p from partner s to partner s0 using transportation mode
m.
SSTss0 pm: The time required for transferring one unit of
product p from partner s to partner s0 , using transportation mode m.
SSTVss0 pm: The stochastic variation of the time required
for transferring one unit of product p from partner s to
0
partner s , using transportation mode m, following a
uniform distribution [-SSTVss0 pm, SSTVss0 pm].
SPsp: The capacity per time unit required for producing
product p in the facilities of partner s, with
0 B SPsp B 1, s = 1…S, p = 1…P.
SPVsp: The stochastic variation of capacity per time
unit required for producing product p in the facilities of
partner s, following a uniform distribution [-SPVsp,
SPVsp].
Smax: the maximum number of partners that may
produce the same part within the DMN.
STst: The capacity already allocated in time unit t for
partner s.
STVst: The stochastic variation, regarding the capacity
already allocated in time unit t for partner s, following a
uniform distribution [-STVst, STVst].
SYsp: The quantity of product p in the inventory of
partner s.
POops: The quantity of product p of order o, issued by
partner s.
DDo: The due date of order o.
ADo: The arrival date of order o.

The above represent the information required for generating alternative DMN configurations, without having to
take into account the process plans and the specific details
of each partner’s production equipment.
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Table 1 An alternative DMN configuration example
Partner

Product P1

Product P2

Product P3

Product P4

S1

0.0

0.4

0.0

0.0

S2

1.0

0.6

0.0

0.0

S3

0.0

0.0

0.8

0.0

S4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

S5

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.3

S6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

S7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.2 Generation of alternative DMN configurations
We define as an alternative DMN configuration the SxP
matrix Asp, where each element of this matrix asp represents the probability that partner s produces product p.
This probability actually defines which partner will be
producing which product, part or subassembly, when an
order (either for an end product or for a subassembly or a
part required for manufacturing the end product) arrives or
is issued within the DMN.
An example of an alternative DMN configuration
(matrix Asp) is shown in Table 1: with reference to the case
scenario described in Sect. 4 (alternative #4 of Table 4),
where 5 suppliers (S1–S5) and 2 customers (S6 and S7) have
to collaborate for the dispatch of a number of orders,
product P1 will entirely be produced by S2, while partner S1
will produce 40 % of the quantity ordered of P2 and S2 will
produce the remaining 60 % of the quantity ordered of P2.
We consider as a DMN the set of all potential partners that
could take part in the dispatching of an order. Contrary to
the existing hierarchical approaches, the cooperation
among the DMN members is considered being loose,
without having to identify which partners have a leading
role or not. Orders may actually be received by all partners.
In this paper, however, it is assumed that the partners who
can manufacture and deliver a specific product are the ones
who usually receive an order for this product and therefore
initiate the DMN configuration process.
3.3 Simulation of alternatives samples
For each alternative DMN configuration, a number of
samples is simulated (Fig. 2). For each sample, in each
time unit, the orders received are randomly assigned to the
partners available, the ones who can produce the products
ordered, as per the matrix Asp. Each partner checks the
assigned orders and in case a part of an order may be
fulfilled, a transfer order is released toward the partner who
has released the original order. In order to take into account
different transportation options in all samples, thus considering how adaptive the DMN configurations, in terms of
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Orders Arrival

Assignment of Orders to DMN Partners
based on matrix Asp

Checking Assigned
Orders and
Inventory

Each DMN Partner sends existing quantities,
selecting a transportation mode

Each DMN Partner estimates the quantities
that may be produced and plans production

Each DMN Partner releases orders for extra
parts or subassemblies

Each DMN partner checks rest of orders and
updates the inventory when production ends

Fig. 2 Overview of the simulation process

transportation efficiency, are, a random transportation
mode m from the ones available is selected for each sample. The associated transportation cost and time SSRss0 pm,
SSTss0 pm, SSTVss0 pm are used in the process of calculating
the corresponding transportation cost and time of order
o for sample n (TCon). The remaining product quantities of
the assigned orders are then checked against their
requirements of subassemblies and parts. If the production
for a part of the order may be initiated, a production order
is released and planned, having taken into account the
production capacity already allocated (STst, STVst) as well
as the capacity requirements of the products to be produced
(SPsp, SPVsp). In case extra subassemblies or parts are
required for the fulfillment of an order, new ones are
released toward the DMN partners. When all orders have
been dispatched, the simulation of the samples is completed and other ones are then simulated until all N samples
of all A alternatives are evaluated (Fig. 3).
3.4 Evaluation of alternatives
All the samples of alternatives are evaluated against the
criteria of average tardiness and cost. In particular,
PN P0
fmaxðEDon  DDon Þ; 0g
Tarda ¼ m¼1 o¼1
ð1Þ
n
PN P0
TCon
Costa ¼ n¼1 o¼1
ð2Þ
n
Using the simple additive weight method and having
already identified the criteria weights for defining their
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Fig. 3 An example with
alternatives and samples
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Alternatives Samples
a 11

a1

a 12

Per sample, stochastic:
• Available production capacity
• Production capacity required
• Transportation time
• Transportation mode

• Average Cost for a 1
• Average Tardiness for a 1

Per sample, stochastic:
• Available production capacity
• Production capacity required
• Transportation time
• Transportation mode

• Average Cost for a 2
• Average Tardiness for a 2

…

a 1n

a 21

a2

a 22

…

a 2n
…

relative importance, the overall utility of each alternative
may be calculated with the aid of a software application.
This way, all alternatives may then be ranked and presented to the user. The average cost and tardiness values of
the alternative DMN configurations are considered as a
measure of the DMN’s adaptability toward demand
requirements. Apparently, future demand scenarios may
also be taken into consideration for each alternative.

Product P1
(Partners S1 or S2 )

Product P3
(Partners S3 or S4 or S5 )

Product P4
(Partners S3 or S4 or S5 )

Product P2
(Partner S2 )

4 Implementation and experiments
For the purpose of testing and validating this proposed
approach, a software application with a simulation engine
has been implemented and a series of experiments have
been carried out. A 3-tier case scenario is demonstrated
with 7 partners (including 2 customers) and 4 products.
Part P1 may be produced by partner S1 and S2, whereas P2
is produced by S2 only and P3 and P4 may be produced by
partners S3, S4, S5 (Fig. 4).
The properties of the DMN are shown in Table 2.
The information regarding the orders is depicted in Table 3.
Four experiments have been carried out with a different
number of alternatives (A) and a maximum number of

Fig. 4 Case scenario: bill of materials and suitable partners

Table 2 Description of the case scenario
DMN properties

Value

Number of partners

7

Number of products

4

Number of tiers

3

Transportation modes

2

Evaluation criteria and weights

Cost: 50 %, tardiness: 50 %
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partners (Smax) who could take part in the manufacturing of
the same product or part. For the first two experiments only
one partner may produce each part, while in experiments 3
and 4, up to 2 partners may produce each part. The results
of the best alternative generated in each experiment are
shown in Table 4.
Twenty samples were generated per alternative for all
four experiments. The performance of the best alternatives
suggested in these experiments is compared and their
utility is estimated, taking into account the criteria weights.
It is obvious that the more alternatives are generated,
simulated and evaluated, the more promising the best
alternative DMN configuration looks. It is also interesting
to note that the performance of the DMN is better when
more options are available, in terms of the maximum
number of partners that can produce the same part.

•

•

•

5 Conclusions
A novel approach for modeling DMN as well as for generating and evaluating alternative configurations has been
proposed. This method requires minimal information
regarding the status of the manufacturing systems belonging to the network partners. This information is in principle
limited to the capacity available per partner over the
scheduling horizon, their production capabilities, the status
of their inventory and the existing modes of transportation.
The dynamic nature of the manufacturing network is
addressed in the following ways:

•

Nevertheless, a series of assumptions were made for
testing, validating and presenting the proposed approach:
•
•

Table 3 Orders information
Order #

Product

Customer

Quantity

Due date (days)

1

P1

S6

1

2

2

P1

S7

2

4

3

P1

S6

2

7

4

P2

S7

1

2

5

P3

S7

2

3

The uncertainty associated with the production and
transportation times, as well as with the demand profile,
is also considered via the sampling mechanism of
the proposed approach: many different scenarios are
therefore simulated beforehand, in order to ensure that
the manufacturing network may operate efficiently
under different conditions.
This method enables collaboration schemes of specific
products, subassemblies and parts, that is, their production may be distributed to many partners. The
uncertainty related to the partners’ production capacity
is taken into consideration and therefore collaborative
schemes with more partners are proposed in case it is
likely that a partner cannot deliver.
The different transportation modes provided are also
taken into account, along with the corresponding costs
and times for each alternative via the sampling
mechanism. This way, the adaptability of the proposed
DMN configurations in terms of how well they behave
in terms of transportation efficiency is considered; in
case any transportation problems emerge, the proposed
DMN configurations are expected to cope well with
these problems.
Whenever a disruption in the operation of a DMN
occurs, the proposed approach may be executed again,
toward modifying the initial DMN configuration.

Production capacities have been assumed to be evenly
distributed,
A randomly generated demand profile was used
including the orders’ due dates.

However, without loss of generality, the proposed
methodology may easily be used with other statistical
distributions and demand profiles.
Through the simple case scenario given and the experiments carried out, it has been shown that the proposed
approach could be used for determining adaptive DMNs in
a volatile and highly uncertain global market environment.

Table 4 Experiments and performance of best alternatives
#

A

Smax

Costa (€)

Tarda (days)

Util

P1
partners

P2
partners

P3
partners

P4
partners

1
2

5
50

1
1

55,400
36,765

5.24
4.20

0.00
0.88

S2 (100 %)
S1 (100 %)

S1 (100 %)
S2 (100 %)

S3 (100 %)
S3 (100 %)

S4 (100 %)
S4 (100 %)

3

5

2

41,747

4.53

0.63

S3 (50 %)

4

50

123

2

38,275

3.87

0.96

S1 (40 %)

S1 (70 %)

S3 (40 %)

S2 (60 %)

S2 (30 %)

S5 (60 %)

S4 (50 %)

S2 (100 %)

S1 (40 %)

S3 (80 %)

S4 (70 %)

S2 (60 %)

S5 (20 %)

S5 (30 %)
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The problem of integrating complex products/parts and
suppliers’ interrelationships, the finite production capacity
of the potential partners, different transportation modes and
the uncertainty pertaining to available and required production capacities and process times cannot be handled by
conventional Mathematical Programming and Operations
Research approaches.
Going beyond the configuration and planning phases,
further features would include options for lot sizing within
the DMN as well as options for expanding the use of the
proposed approach in the domain of the manufacturing
scheduling, where detailed process plans and configurations have to be considered at each partner’s level. Integrating data from the shop floor and the logistics network
for monitoring the operation of a DMN is also another idea
that is worth experimenting with. More sophisticated scenarios may also be tested, involving the transportation
activities and organizations as part of the DMN.
DMNs are expected to be in charge of an increasing part
of the global manufacturing activity and therefore providing new methods and tools for improving their operation,
and overall efficiency is of paramount importance.
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